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This is the last official session  and I want to thank you .   Reading and 
research only goes so far.  With people in the room I get to see from another 
point of view.  Hopefully you learn things from me - but I do also learn from 
you.   

 As I mentioned - I will be here next week - and I will have some things  

 But even if only one person shows up next week - a one on one over a topic 
of their choice.  And I will appreciate the feedback. It will help tweak the 
presentation so more people in the future will get what they want out of it. 
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     A recent OLLI email mentioned summer study groups.   After the session 
last fall I told them that I would leave it up to them to repeat it.  And it became 
this spring session.  I have no interest for the summer (Its too soon/I need a 
break). But would consider it for the fall if OLLI decides it would want to again. 

Please fill out an evaluation.   Information will help the OLLI decision to offer 
this study group again or not.   And any extra information you put in the 
evaluation is appreciated and can help me continue to improve the sessions, 
wherever they are used.
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I didn’t explain “just order 3 cars” last week; This might 
not be a valid approach as time passes.  BUT it is worth 
checking into .  My order for a Canoo pickup (won’t 
buy)  is 100% risk free.   The order for my VW was also 
100% risk free. If you change your mind, 100% of the 
money is refunded.   A friend wanted a VW. Waited a 
couple months and delayed its arrival at least or more 
time than that.  I could have refused my VW because 
the tires were black. 
Some of this no risk is going away - so read the fine 
print first.  Manufacturers did this because somebody 
will by the car. And a long wait list might be good 
publicity. (??). RAM is the first - making dubious 
promises about capabilities - the first $100 to get in line 
is NOT refundable. 

Breaking news
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Future update.    

Starting soon I plan to attempt a risk free order 
on as many models as possible.   

It will be a nice thing to know.

Breaking news
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On Pritzker desk for signing.   Single 
homes part very reasonable.   Multi-
family structures part could be deemed a 
little aggressive.  Bill is only about the 
wiring conduit, which can be both more 
difficult and a lot more expensive to 
retrofit later.

Breaking news
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No - it is not here. 

Battery will be too big ? 

Range extender loophole - its can 
be a hybrid but still claim BEV 

Breaking news
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Breaking news

So they capture the carbon 
out of the air and use 

electricity to make “carbon 
0” gasoline that will not go 

as far as the electricity 
used to make it ???????
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FINALLY ! ! !  The 
Electrify America has the 
main electrical boxes in 
place and all of the 
charger cabinets in 
place.  Opening depends 
on when the transformer 
arrives from Ameren. 

Breaking news
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B I B C E J A

N E V I

I R A

I D O T

I E P A

A F D C

N A F T A

V 2 G

EV < 2

VIN
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As mentioned last week the 
Inflation Reduction Act has lead 
to lots of construction to make 
critical materials less dependent 
on foreign sources. This is a more 
graphical representation of it. 
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Some EVs will miss all of the Tax Credit 
because they aren’t assembled in the 
US. Some EVs will miss some or all of 
the Tax Credit because they fall short 

on one or both of the battery 
requirements.  But commercial vehicles 

are not subject to those rules.  If you 
lease instead of buy a car, it is a 

commercial vehicle and the retail price 
the lease is based on is lowered. This 
“loophole” does not allow purchase of 
the vehicle by the lessee at the end of 

term. 
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The reason for the loophole is not about 
cars but to allow more small delivery trucks 

to go electric. 
Those small amazon delivery  and some 

other not quite as small trucks for UPS and 
FedEx drive so much farther than the 

average car, it is important for them to go 
electric.  And by writing the commercial 
vehicle exemption let some cars get the 

credit.   
(But as noted in the previous slide, lessee 

can’t buy vehicle at end of lease.)
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Illinois Rebate

A big difference between Federal Tax Credit and Illinois Rebates  is the 
funding.  

The Federal Tax credit is a “swap”.   You bought a car - your tax credit 
comes from what you owe in taxes.  It is a great deal - but the money 
comes from you. So they always have the money. 

The Illinois rebate - you get it even if you owe no taxes.  The state 
budget pays for it.   

Currently the money for the state rebates has run out and needs 
additional funding going forward.  The structure to apply and get the 
rebate remains in place.  But waits for the new state budget to know if 
there will be money for the program.
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IEPA - www2.Illinois.gov

===>  EV can be new or used

===>  Rebates to only benefit Illinois residents 
           and businesses 

===>  this and other rules prevent out of state sales 
           getting Illinois rebate money. 

Illinois Rebate

http://www2.Illinois.gov
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IEPA - www2.Illinois.gov

===>  EV Vin # can only receive one rebate

===>  One rebate per person

===>  likely to only apply to used vehicles

===>  not sure why - maybe to avoid a straw buyer 
        for someone wanting 2 EVs and 2 rebates.

Illinois Rebate

http://www2.Illinois.gov
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This PDF that will be on the OLLI 
download  site has the web links 

for documents you need to submit 
to get the rebate.  

Illinois changed there webpages. 
Links still work but differently.  
(Image is from last falls PDF - 

explanation notes differences on 
new PDF.)

2022-07-01

Electric Vehicle Rebates in Illinois.

Electric Vehicle Rebate   from Illinois
Beginning July 1, 2022, and continuing as long as funds are available, an Illinois resident that 
purchases an all-electric passenger vehicle in Illinois will be able to apply for a rebate, in the amounts 
set forth below. A rebate amount cannot exceed the purchase price of the vehicle. The purchaser must 
retain ownership of the vehicle for a minimum of 12 consecutive months immediately after the vehicle 
purchase date. Only one rebate will be issued to a purchaser in any 10-year period. 

Beginning July 1, 2022, a $4,000 rebate for the purchase of an electric vehicle. 

Beginning July 1, 2026, a $2,000 rebate for the purchase of an electric vehicle. 

Beginning July 1, 2028, a $1,000 rebate for the purchase of an electric vehicle. 
Purchasers must apply for the rebate within 90-days after the vehicle purchase date. 

 ( this does include used vehicles) (no vehicle can receive rebate twice )

(first link is general info : second link is FAQ : 3rd link is the application) 

https://www2.illinois.gov/epa/topics/ceja/Pages/default.aspx 
https://www2.illinois.gov/epa/topics/ceja/Pages/Electric-Vehicle-Rebates.aspx 
https://www2.illinois.gov/epa/topics/ceja/Documents/Application%20and%20Instructions.pdf 

Illinois Rebate
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The Clean Energy Jobs Act 

There are Illinois rebates for Public 
EV chargers not private homes. 

As I understand this section - but try if you want.   But it never hurts to apply. 

Illinois Rebate
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Illinois IDOT NEVI funding 

Illinois NEVI
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Illinois NEVI

Certain contracting requirements are needed for federal contracts. Buildout will be 
slower than most private expansion. Like EA.
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Rebate restrictions

Not currently an Illinois thing, but Illinois is 
one of the states that often follows 
California transportation initiatives. 
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This series of slides is from the  Plug In America zoom webinar in August.   It 
is the best rundown of the IRA that I have found and all in one place.

Federal IRA EV info
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It is generally considered that those income levels are 
“adjusted gross income” or line 11 on the IRS 1040 form.

Federal IRA EV info
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In order receive the full $7500 the amount  of “total tax” or line 
24 on the IRS 1040 form needs to be above $7500.

Federal IRA EV info
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Federal Used Car Credit

Federal IRA EV info
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Federal IRA EV info
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Federal EV Charger Credit

NOTE:  expires on Dec 31, 2022. 
If you’re serious about an EV - consider buying a charger now. 

Oooooops
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Most of these links are on a download on the 
OLLI website

Federal IRA EV info
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Basically a good 
list - but it is best 

to check the 
federal website 
for model listing 
and then check 

the VIN

Most of these links are on a download on the 
OLLI website

Federal IRA EV info
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The Consumer 
Reports link is too 

old and of little to no 
use.  

Links that are still useful are included on the 
Illinois Rebate PDF.

Federal IRA EV info
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The phasing in of the minerals and battery components was not in the 
Plug In America presentation. Added from a different source. 

Federal IRA EV info
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Federal IRA EV info

The phasing in of the minerals and battery components was not in the 
Plug In America presentation. Added from a different source. 
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Federal IRA EV infoList of eligible cars 
as of May 7,2023

The dollar amount 
listed (e.g. 
$80,000) is the 
price you must 
stay under in 
order to receive 
tax credit.  Tax 
credit can be lost 
by adding to 
many options.
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Federal IRA EV infoList of eligible cars 
as of May 7,2023

The dollar amount 
listed (e.g. 
$80,000) is the 
price you must 
stay under in 
order to receive 
tax credit.  Tax 
credit can be lost 
by adding to 
many options.
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Federal IRA EV infoList of eligible cars 
as of May 7,2023

The dollar amount 
listed (e.g. 
$80,000) is the 
price you must 
stay under in 
order to receive 
tax credit.  Tax 
credit can be lost 
by adding to 
many options.
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Federal IRA EV infoList of eligible cars 
as of May 7,2023

The dollar amount 
listed (e.g. 
$80,000) is the 
price you must 
stay under in 
order to receive 
tax credit.  Tax 
credit can be lost 
by adding to 
many options.
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End of session.
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Talking Points

Inductive (commonly Wireless) 
charger is apparently cost 

effective for buses, keeping 
them on the route longer.  

Also some possibilities at 
 taxi stands.

Session 4 :   Range
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Talking Points
Inductive 

(commonly called 
Wireless) charging 

for cars would 
probably not get 
approval on UI 

campus due to trip 
hazard.

Session 4 :   Range
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Talking Points

Inductive (commonly 
Wireless) charging for cars 
at home. Costly installation. 
I was surprised that energy 
loss is about the same as 

plugin charging.

Session 4 :   Range
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Talking Points

Inductive (commonly Wireless) 
charging for highways.  A nice 
idea but maintaining roads is 

already costly and time 
consuming without this.   

Session 4 :   Range
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Talking Points

Two changes in Florida in response to hurricanes 
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What’s wrong with this 
picture ?  

Well . . . . it says it in the 
headline. 

Talking Points

Actually its not a Disney world - its at Disney 
Springs, tent in the background is Cirque du 

Soleil 

Session 4 :   Range
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Talking Points

This is SOOOO wrong  

There is no way the person writing 
this ever charged an EV on a  trip.  

 

Session 4 :   Range
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Talking Points

AAA first had a mobile recess charger in 2016 - which I believe failed.  
They are starting the service up again. 

Session 4 :   Range
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Talking Points
May have started as a rescue 

service and changed to 
subscription where there are few 

chargers.  

Article says affordable, but 
seems expensive to me.  Mostly 
a subscription service. I’m not 
aware of any highway service. 

SparkCharge monthly fee about 
$25 plus $6 per delivery. Up to 
50 miles max.  Maybe nice for 

apartments and work locations.  

Session 4 :   Range
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Talking Points

ZipCharge GO  - 
Gives you 25 miles.  

$2000 or $70 a month  
50 pounds  

How much would you 
pay ?

Session 4 :   Range
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The end for now.  


